Abstract. We present an algorithm for enumerating all odd semisimple two-dimensional mod p Galois representations unramified outside p. We also discuss the implementation of this algorithm in Sage and give a summary of the results we obtained 4 .
Introduction
A great deal of arithmetic questions have found natural interpretations (and often, answers) within the realm of Galois representations and modular forms: such applications include Diophantine equations, quadratic forms, or the study of combinatorial-arithmetic objects such as partitions. In this context, it is of interest to dispose of computational tools for working with modular forms and Galois representations.
In this note, we focus on two-dimensional Galois representations mod p, i.e. continuous group homomorphisms
(More precisely, we consider such representations which are semisimple, unramified outside p, and odd. For the theoretical background, we refer the reader to Khare's survey [3] or to Edixhoven's paper [2] .) By Serre's conjecture, now a theorem of Khare-Wintenberger (see [4] , [5] ), these representations are closely related to modular forms (mod p) of level 1 which are eigenvectors for all the Hecke operators. If f is such a form, of weight k and eigenvalues (a ℓ ), then for all primes ℓ = p we have
where Frob ℓ is a Frobenius element at ℓ inside Gal(Q/Q). The (Hecke) eigensystem corresponding to a mod p eigenform f is the sequence (a ℓ ) of eigenvalues indexed by all primes ℓ = p. The i-th twist of (a ℓ ) is by definition the eigensystem ℓ i a ℓ . We write [a ℓ ] for a finite truncation of (a ℓ ), where the cutoff point will be clear from the context.
Inspired by a remark of Khare 5 , we have set out to enumerate all odd semisimple mod p representations which are unramified outside p. This corresponds to enumerating all the Hecke eigensystems which occur in spaces of level 1 modular forms mod p.
Description of the Algorithm
The starting point is a classical result in the theory of modular forms mod p (see Theorem 3.4 in [2] ): every Hecke eigensystem occurs, up to twist, in weights less than or equal to p + 1. Therefore it suffices to generate the spaces M k for weights 4 ≤ k ≤ p + 1 and find all the eigenforms in them, which will produce all the Hecke eigensystems up to twist. This list may however contain duplicates; we investigate this question in detail in [1] , where we prove Theorem 1.
(a) Let f 1 and f 2 be eigenforms of weights k 1 , k 2 ≤ p + 1. If f 1 and f 2 have the same eigensystem up to twist, then In the process of proving Theorem 1, we obtained the following lower bound, which improves the best known lower bound (due to Serre, see Sect. 8 in [3] ) by a factor of two: 
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This creates the list of equivalence classes (up to twist) of Hecke eigensystems mod p. It is now straightforward to apply the twist operation to each list element and generate the list of all Hecke eigensystems.
Sage Implementation and Results
Our task requires computing the action of Hecke operators on spaces of modular forms of high weight. Sage [8] offers several implementations of these spaces for arbitrary levels. We have initially used modular symbols over finite fields for generating the lists of eigenforms, but this method becomes quite slow as the weight increases. Restricting to level 1 allows us to take advantage of a much faster way of working with these spaces: the Victor Miller basis (see Sect. 2.3 in [7] for the properties and the algorithm Sage uses to compute this basis).
We then use one Hecke operator T ℓ at a time to decompose the space M k into eigenspaces. This requires (at most) the first k/12 primes ℓ (see the appendix of [6] ).
We have run the Sage implementation of our algorithm for all primes up to 211 (see Table 1 ). Apart from keeping track of the number of equivalence classes of eigensystems and the total number of eigensystems, we save the list of equivalence classes; given this it is very easy to take twists and generate the entire list. Khare guesses in [3] that the number of Galois representations of the type we are considering should be asymptotic to p 3 /48. There are two phenomena that can contribute to the actual number being smaller than the guess: (i) the existence of "companion forms", which in our context appear as duplicate equivalence classes of eigenforms; (ii) the failure of "multiplicity one" for Hecke eigenvalues mod p, which results in some spaces M k not contributing their dimension's worth of eigenforms. In the range of our computations, the actual number of representations stays very close to the best known upper bound 6 , suggesting that the two phenomena are indeed quite rare. We expect this trend to be confirmed by further computations.
